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www.linkedin.com/in/yakiv-k/

https://github.com/yakiv-k

PROFILE

Although originating from a
creative background, I have
always sought opportunities to
develop and challenge my critical
thinking capabilities. As a
developer, I am given the chance
to create while simultaneously
coming up with solutions that
improve the functionality of the
application. I have found a great
sense of fulfillment through
coding and in doing so, I was
inspired to make the transition
into a career in software
development.

SKILLS

HTML, CSS, SCSS, JavaScript,

Node, Express, MySQL, Agile
Development, Document
Object Model(DOM) APIs, Web
APIs, User Authentication,
OAuth, Heroku, GitHub, Jest,
AWS.

E X P E R I E N C E

Producer/Engineer | pari Studios

APR 2020 -FEB 2022, Creative Studio, TORONTO, ONTARIO

● Worked closely with the design team in order to accurately meet
project needs.

● Achieved over 150,000 streams on Spotify from a single release using
research and analytics resulting in 60% increase in streams

Letter Carrier | Canada Post
JUL 2020 -JUN 2022, TORONTO, ONTARIO

● Maintained a high level of communication with Supervisors, allowed
for any urgent customer matter to be handled efficiently.

● Developed a strong rapport with customers by ensuring that all
requests were fulfilled well ahead of any deadline.

● Cultivated the ability to observe and identify issues at a macro scale

Producer | Diamond Factory Studios
JUL 2019 - FEB 2020, Recording  Studio, TORONTO, ONTARIO

● Utilized new hardware and technologies based on client needs.
● Quickly adapted to a fast-paced environment in order to meet

deadlines.

E D U C A T I O N

BrainStation | Diploma, Web Development

APR 2022 - JUN 2022, ONTARIO, CA

P R O J  E C T S

Kollab | Full Stack Developer

JUNE 2022 , BRAINSTATION CAPSTONE PROJECT

Developed and launched a full stack web application providing a collaborative
environment for producers and artists.

Moody GIF | Co-Lead Developer

MAY 2022 , MINI-HACKATHON, BRAINSTATION

Launched an interactive application that allows you to generate GIFs based on
your mood. Built using JavaScript, HTML, SCSS and deployed using Heroku.
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